Abstract-This paper describes a discrete-time "high-level" controller, called a "supervisor," capable of switching into feedback with a discretetime single-input/single-outpu (SISO) system, a sequence of linear twodegrees-of-freedom (2-DOF) set-point controllers. Each controller is selected among a family of candidates so as to cause the output of the system to approach and track a constant reference input. It is shown that the proposed supervisor can stabilize the loop and ensure a zero set-point tracking error even if constant load disturbances are present.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we describe and analyze the discrete-time version of a simply structured "high-level" controller called a "supervisor," which is capable of switching into feedback, with a discrete-time linear time-invariant single-input/single-output (SISO) system, a sequence of two-degrees-of-freedom (2-DOF) linear controllers from a family of candidate controllers so as to cause the output of the system to approach and track a constant reference input. The supervisor orchestrates the selection of each controller according to a certainty equivalence-based decision strategy, in that the controller chosen to be put in feedback is the one which has the best idea of what the system is and therefore should be able to do the best job of controlling the system.
Earlier studies about similar problems are in [1] - [4] , while an extensive work on the continuous-time version of supervisory control studied in this paper is in [5] . In fact, [5] can be considered our starting point, the aim of this paper being the development of a discrete-time formalization of a supervisory control problem similar to the one of [5] . However, here our interest is in dealing with 2-DOF controllers, whereas in [5] only 1-DOF controllers are considered. The discrete-time setting allows one to get further insight into the behavior of digitally implementable supervisors. The relevance of 2-DOF control has been known for a long time to practitioners. Here, thanks to properties of discrete-time algorithms and to appropriate reconfiguration of the 2-DOF control system, it is possible to prove asymptotic stability and tracking for the supervisory controller in the presence of constant load disturbance.
The paper is organized as follows. After the problem formulation in Section II, in Section III the main features of the supervisory control system are described. Closed-loop system behavior is analyzed in Section IV for a system subject to constant load disturbances, and it is shown that the proposed supervisor guarantees globally bounded states as well as zero-offset tracking. Some concluding remarks are made in Section V. e e e T T T (t) 1 = r 0 y(t) (2) and an integrating subsystem to generate u; i.e.,
Here u is the one-step control increment.
We take now as given, an indexed family
and q(d) are pairs of coprime polynomials. Each of these pairs of transfer functions is used for generating the control increment u
from [e e e T T T r] 0 ; as follows (see Fig. 1 ):
Furthermore, the following properties are assumed to hold.
Zero-Offset Property: q (1) = 0; q 2 P: Stability Margin Property: There is a positive number S 2 [0; 1) s.t. for each p 2 P; the closed-loop poles (see Fig. 1 )
with [d] the set of polynomials whose zeros lie in fz 2 C: jzj 01 S g: Assumption 1: C P and K have the property that p = q for each pair p; q 2 P at which p = q:
Assumption 2: There exist integers n and n so that for every p; q 2 P; the McMillan degrees of p and q are at most n and n; respectively. are taken into consideration: the supervisory controller is required to ensure satisfactory performance without the aid of a probing signal; the selection of the controllers does not follow any prerouted search through the admissible controller set.
III. STATE-SPACE SYSTEMS AND SUPERVISOR

State-Space Systems:
In the following it is shown how to construct a convenient realization of one component of the overall control system, consisting of state-shared estimators and of a family of parameterized linear state-shared controllers. This realization is particularly useful in the sequel for stability analysis. To this end, what we want to do is to specify a doubly indexed system 6 pq ; p; q 2 P whose inputs are e e e T T T ; y; u; and r and outputs are ep and the qth "candidate control signal" u q : 6 pq is to have the following properties. Finally, define 6pq to be the following parameter-dependent system:
+ hCe e e T T T (t) + iCr (6) u q (t) =f q x C (t) + g q e e e T T T (t) + h q r (7) e p (t) =c p x C (t) 0 y(t):
1 By a prerouted search we mean an algorithm which sequentially steps through the admissible controller set along a predetermined path or route. 2 Uniqueness is a consequence of (A C ; [d C b C h C i C ]) being a reachable pair.
We assume to be in closed loop whenever the feedback connection uq = u is effective. It is quite clear from the definition of 6pq that in this case [( q ! = q ! ) ( q ! = q ! ) will be the reducible transfer function of 6 pq from [e e e T T T r] 0 to u: In view of the definitions of !; the property 2) above is satisfied. It is proven in [7] that property 1) is satisfied as well. Moreover, it can be easily checked that the parameter-dependent system (6)-(8) satisfies the requirement that p = q whenever p and q are points in P for which p = q:
Prompted by property 2) of 6 pq ; we now define 6 C to be the dynamical system (6)- (8) where q = is a piecewise-constant "switching signal" taking values in P; and (t) is the output of the "supervisor."
Supervisor: The supervisor is a specially structured hybrid dynamical system whose output is a switching signal taking values in P: The supervisor specifies at each time which controller in the set K has to be connected in the feedback loop between [e e e T T T r] 0 and u: The supervisor considered here consists of a performance weight generator 6 W and a dwell time switching logic 6 D : 6 W is a dynamical system which, on the basis of the output prediction of each state-shared estimator c p and the real time data x C and y; via (8) produces a performance signal p associated with each nominal model pp 2 P; as follows: For a more detailed discussion of the supervisor the reader is referred to [5] or [8] .
IV. EXACT MATCHING
Since extensions to the case of an infinite P can be derived with little effort, in the following we restrict the analysis to the case of P being a finite set. Our aim now is to analyze the closed-loop behavior of the supervisory control system described above for the case when nominal transfer function p (d) matches or equals that of system model 6 P for a fixed but unknown value of p 3 2 P: Moreover, in (1) we assume that d d d is a constant. These assumptions enable us to develop certain basic results which shall be used in sequels to this paper to analyze the control system under more realistic assumptions. In order to exploit the same analysis tools described in previous papers (see [5] for the continuous-time 1-DOF case and [7] and [8] for the discrete-time 1-DOF case), our aim at this point shall be to rewrite (6)- (8) (2) and (6)- (8) together with (10) and (11), it is straightforward to verify that for all p; l 2 P and switching signals 2 P x(t + 1) =A l x(t) + de l (t) (12) u (t) =f l x(t) + g e l (t) (6)- (8) for the parameterdependent system 6 pq : Hereafter follows a concise description of the stability analysis of the overall supervisory control system considered in this paper (for all the details see [7] ).
A. Convergence
Fix the initial values of the integrator state u; controller state xC ; and supervisor's state variables and : By virtue of the exact matching assumption and the fact that P is a finite set, there can be shown to exist a nonempty finite set P 3 ; with P 3 1 = fp: 6 1 t=0 e 2 p (t) < C 3 ; C 3 0; p 2 Pg; such that beyond a certain finite time t 3 ; takes values only in P 3 [7] . This allows one to rewrite (12) in the following output-injection form holding for every t t 3 (take l = p 3 ):
x(t + 1) = (Ap + KC)x(t) 0 Ke(t) + dep (t) (16) where e p and e 1 = Cx are signals with finite`2(Z + ) norms 3 ;
(C; Ap ); thanks to the stability margin property (4) (see [5] , [7] for details), are detectable pairs for each 2 P 3 ; K is any appropriately sized, bounded matrix; (t) is the switching signal. Our aim now is to prove that, for some suitably defined function K ; the linear time-varying system (16) is exponentially stable, 4 that is, the state transition matrix 8 of Ap + KC satisfies j8(t; )j (t00a) 0 for t 0; 0 2 [0; 1) and a 0: Here and from now on all the matrices norms j 1 j are assumed to be submultiplicative. The following result provides a way of showing that an inequality of this type holds also in this case. (17) 3 In this note a signal f(t) has a finite`2(Z + ) norm iff 6 1 t=0 f 2 (t) <1:
4 Note that A p + K C is a time-varying matrix, since (t) is the output of the supervisor. 5 A matrix pair (C; A) is detectable with stability margin 2 [0; 1); if (C; 01 A) is a detectable pair for every < < 1:
The proof of this theorem can be found in [7] but is not given here as it closely follows the similar one given in [5] for the continuoustime case. Before explaining how the switching theorem applies to the problem under consideration, another result, called the Squashing lemma, will be illustrated. In contrast with the theorem, the proof of the latter lemma exhibits some significant differences with respect to the continuous-time case. The Squashing lemma is proved in the Appendix.
Squashing Lemma: Let (C q 2m ; A n2n ) be a fixed constant observable matrix pair, and let 0 be a positive number s.t. 0 n: For each positive number there exists a positive number 2 [0; 1); and a constant output-injection matrix K for which j(A + KC) t j (t0 ) ; t2 Z + :
The lemma states that in the discrete-time case in order to fulfill inequality (18), which in turn is used to derive (17), it is sufficient to choose any D greater than or equal to n; rather than just greater than zero, as suffices for continuous-time. In other words, in discrete-time it is not possible to switch arbitrarily fast, but only with dwell time not smaller than n; with n being the order of a state-space realization of the closed-loop supervisory control system.
Unfortunately, for the applicability of the Squashing lemma, the observability of the matrix pair (C; A p ) is required, while for the supervisory control problem at hand, only detectability is ensured. Nevertheless, in the Switching theorem's proof it is possible to exploit the particular algebraic structure of the problem so as to be able of applying the Squashing lemma. The application of the Switching theorem is as follows. Take A pp = A + BF p ; since according to The switching theorem's two main hypotheses, regarding detectability of the matrix pairs (C; App ) and left invertibility of (C; App ; B); are fulfilled. In fact, the first is a direct consequence of the stability margin property, while the second depends on the particular definition of P 3 : The theorem states that there exists a bounded output injection matrix, namely K p ; which exponentially stabilizes A p + K C:
Consider now (16). Since the Switching theorem ensures the validity of condition (17), it follows that x(t) would have a finite`2(Z+) norm. Therefore x C (t) and u(t) [by virtue of (13)], tend to finite limits (more precisely to x C and to zero respectively), and as a consequence y(t) tends to r and u(t) tends to a finite limit. The latter would be true because of the converging of d d d; y(t) and u(t)
to constant values and because 6 P 's transfer function is nonzero at d = 1: Now let 6 denote the closed-loop supervisory control system consisting of 6 P ; tracking error e e e T T T (t) defined by (2), integrating subsystem (3), system 6C defined by (6)- (8), with u(t) = u(t); dwell time switching supervisor as after (9), where the weighting parameter 6 is chosen in such a way that 2 [ S ; 1): The following result holds. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The discrete-time version of the "high level" supervisory controller introduced in [5] has been devised and analyzed. Switching is performed by a logic which selects controllers among a family of fixed gain candidate controllers by means of comparing in real time normed output estimation errors. In contrast with [5] and [8] which deal with 1-DOF controllers, however, here we have considered the situation of switching amongst 2-DOF controllers. As is well known, 2-DOF controllers have potentially superior tracking performance. It has been shown that in the absence of unmodeled system dynamics, the proposed discrete-time supervisor can successfully perform its function, provided that the dwell time D is larger than a quantity related to an upper bound of the McMillan degree of the system. This is true even if constant load disturbances are present. Issues of future investigation are the analysis in the presence of bounded and possibly time-varying load disturbances as well as unmodeled dynamics. 
APPENDIX
According to the standard synthesis procedure, let us suppose that we want to get via state-feedback, the closed-loop characteristic 
Looking at the structure of T it is not difficult to find that detT = j(1; 11 1;n) 
Our aim is to make small enough in order to satisfy jT 01 k3 t kTj (t0 ) :
Therefore, since jTj tends to a constant as goes to zero, we must use j3 t j to kill the negative power of appearing in jT 01 j: It is not difficult to realize that the highest negative degree of T 01 will appear in the last column. This highest negative degree is given by 0 (n 0 1)(n 0 This implies that (18) holds.
